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Phi Delta Fraternity Wins Cup
For Homecoming Decorations
<

Marine Band To Give ConceJtJomorrow
• • *
The United States Marine Band
will give a concert at 8:30 tomorrow evening in the Men's Gym.
Students will be admitted by tickets purchased with Ac Cards and
five cents. General admission for
the public will be $1.80 and reserved seats (2.40.
Major William F. Santelmann is

• * •

• * •

• • •

the leader of this famous band
which was organized in 1798 and
is the oldest band in the United
States. This year the band is
celebrating its 160th anniversary.
Music for all official functions
held at the White House is furnished by the Marine Band. This

organitation received its name of
"The President's Own," by performing by official command for
every President of the United
States.
This is the third tour of the Marine Band sirtce tho end of the
war.
Capacity audiences have

heard this musical organization In
Cleveland, St. Louis, Minneapolis,
Pittsburgh, New York, and Seattle.
General admission and reserved
seat tickets are on sale at the
Center Drug Store, Bigelow Music
Shop, and the University Speech
Office.
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PHI DELTA FRATERNITY «M presented with the Homecoming
Decorations trophy given annually by Alpha Chi Omega. They received
the trophy, won lest year by Gamma Phi Beta, before the game Saturaay.
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UNITED STATES MARINE BAND, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Kappa Delta Province President Visits
Local Sorority Chapter October 24-27

Bee Qee J\leapi

OFFICIAL
STUDENT
She is scholastic chairman of the
Mrs. C. S. Betz of Cincinnati,
PUBLICATION
Cincinnati
Kappa
Delta
Alumnae
president of Epsllon West ProAssociation as well as being a past
vince of Kappa Delta Sorority, president of the association.
will visit the Beta Mu chapter of
Kappa Delta at Bowling Green
No. 46
T.l.phon. 2631
Oct. 24 to 27.
Mrs. Betz, who became a member of Kappa Delta sorority while
taking business administration at
Working in conjunction with
the University of Cincinnati, suthe schools of Summit County the
pervises college chapters located
College of Education is presenting
at the University of Cincinnati,
the annual workshop program.
Wittenberg College, Bowling
The first meeting, which was held
Green State University, University
from Oct. 12 to 14, was lead by Dr.
of Toledo, and Ohio State UniverJohn Gee, of tho Education Desity.
partment.
The workshop program, accordTryouts were held last night,
ing to Dr. Hcrsche! Lithcrland of
Oct. 26, for the cast of "Family
the College of Education, is to help
Portrait," by Lenove Coffee and
alleviate some of the problems
W. J. Cowan, the second major
Five members of the Bee Gee that confront superintendents and production of the Speech Departhigh
school
teachers
in
setting
up
News staff went to Columbus Friment, to be presented Dec. 8-11.
day for the two-day national con- their teaching program.
The cast includes 11 women and
vention of the Associated Collegi8 men. Prof. Elden T. Smith, diate Press.
rector, will post the cast on the
The group attended round-table
Speech Department bulletin board
discussions on typography, makethis week.
up, administration censorship of
Dr. John E. Gee, associate procollege papers, and sports writing.
fessor
of education, will speak
The representatives who made
the trip were Harold Flagg, John next Friday at the Central Ohio
Fay, John Dyer, Kathy Arnold, Teachers meeting in Dayton. His
Deadline for organi z a t i o n a 1
Bill Day, and John Mires, adviser. theme will deal with centralized space in the 1949 Key is Nov. 1,
school districts reorganization.
according to Editor Ray ShellhamAll districts of Ohio are holding mer.
teachers' conferences next weekMonday, Oct. 26, organizations
end. The Northwest Ohio dis- receive notices of time for group
Paul D. Shepherd, manager of trict will be held in Toledo. Many pictures. Pictures will be taken
in the elementary school gymnasithe University Book Store has the members of the faculty and stu- um.
following lost items on hand:
dents are going to attend this
Three pair of gloves, two class meeting.
rings, one pair of gym shorts, two
unmatched gloves, two compacts,
one People's Savings Bank book,
five pair of glasses, two change
purses, one ring, 19 fountain pens.
No more tickets for the Findlay
12 mechanical pencils, one rosary,
game will be sold after 5 p.m. Frifour pair of beads, one watch, two
day. Tickets went on sale this
bracelets, 13 sets of keys, and
Four members of the History morning. General admission tickthree scarves.
Department attended a history ets are 11.00 and reserved seats,
Owners may have the above ar- conference at Kent State Univer- $1.50—including tax, announced
ticles by calling for and properly sity on Saturday, Oct. 16. The Don Cunningham, ticket manager.
identifying them.
subject of the conference was
"Liberalism, 1848-1948," and after
a luncheon at the Robin Hood
Hotel, papers were read by Prof.
Dwight Dumond of the University
of Michigan, Prof. Donald G.
The Student Employment Bur- Barnes of Western Reserve, and
Johnston Hospital is under the
eau is seeking applicants to work Professor Skerpan of Kent State. direction of Dr. W. H. Brown.
in their office. Any student who Those attending from Bowling Mrs. Edythe Wall, of Miami, Fla.,
would like to work should apply at Green were G. C. Platt, Virginia has been added to the nursing staff
the Student Employment office, lo- Platt, B. F. Nordmann, and this year, making a total of seven
cated in the Administration Bldg. Wayne Huffman.
nurses.

College Holds
Workshop Here

News Editors
Attend Confab

Gee Addresses
Ohio Teachers

Yearbook Editor
Gives Deadlines

Book Store Releases
"Lost And Found" List

Findloy Tickets
Sold By Friday

Go To Confab

Hospital Adds
To Nurse Staff

Employment Office
Asks Student Help

English Team To Debate BGSU
Debate on an international
scale will make its appearance at
Bowling Green, Monday, Nov. 22,
in the Main Auditorium when a
combined British universities
squad will meet local debaters on
the subject of World Government.
Two young English students,
Reginald Galer and Anthony Cox
are making a coast to coast tour of
American universities and colleges
under the sponsorship of the Institute of International Education.
They will be opposed at Bowling
Green by Robert Mallas and Ray

Yeager, winners of last year's
Kentucky Blue. Grass Trophy and
the DePauw Invitational Tournament.
Mr.' Galer was educated at the
University of London and is now
studying at the University of
Birmingham. During the war he
served on the staff of the Admiral
commanding the 21st Aircraft
Carrier Squadron. He saw service
in Russia, Iceland, India, Burma,
and Singapore.
Mr. Cox was educated at Bristol
University where he has now resumed studies in law that were interrupted during the war. He was

Mad Year

Four Political Parties Meet Here To Stage Election;
Republican Representative Flies To University Today
Family Portrait'
Tryouts Held

History Faculty

Wednesday. October 27. 1948

WEATHER:
FAIR AND
WARMER

a member of the Royal Marines
from 1942-46 and saw service in
Belgium, Holland, and Northern
Germany.
Robert Mallas is president of Pi
Kappa Delta, debate honorary, and
had a record of 26 wins against 6
defeats in forensic contests last
year. On Honors Day he was
awarded the trophy given to the
outstanding debater of the year.
Ray Yeager is a past president
of Pi Kappa Delta and last year
won 23 of the 27 debates in which
he participated.
The debate will be a non-decision contest.

New Play Type
Will Be Given
A new type of pluy production
will be introduced to the campus on
Nov. 19 and 19 when the Speech
Dept. sponsors three one-act plays
to be presented in "arena" style
in Studio B in the PA Bldg.
The casts will do their acting in
the middle of the room with the
audience seated around them.
Very little makeup is used. Often
called Intimate Theatre, this will
be a new dramatic experience for
both audience smd actors.
ThiB type of production is used
almost exclusively by the Penthouse Theatre at Washington University.

Senate Recognizes
New Organization
International Relations Club
was officially recognized by Student Senate when the club's constitution was submitted to Senate
for approval Monday night.
Purpose of the organization is
to study underlying principles of
international conduct, law, and
organization, and to view these
with special consideration for a
peaceful civilization.
"Any person may become an active member of the organization
upon the payment of semester,
dues," states the membership article of the club's constitution.
Dues have been set at 50 cents per
semester.
_ _
.
...
n
r. h. r aCUlty Women

Attend Columbus
Recreation Meeting
Dorothy Fornia, Iris Andrews,
and Dorothy Luedtke, faculty
members of the Women's Physical
Education Department, attended
the Recreation Division of Ohio
Citizens Council Convention in Columbus.
The convention was for the purpose of interesting people in state
support of Community recreation
programs.
r
-\

Seniors Asked
To Get Caps, Gowns
Seniors who plan to graduate in
January should go to Uhlman't
between the first and tenth of
November for their caps and
gowa*.

New Post Office
Hours In Effect
New post office hours are now
in effect.
The window is now open from
8:30 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Saturday hours
are now from 8:80 to 11:45.
Pick-ups to the main post office
arc now made at 8 and 11 a.m.,
and 2:30 and 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Saturday is
scheduled for pick-ups at 8 and
10:16.
Laundry bags expected to be
mailed over the weekends are
dead-lined at 10:15 Saturday
mornings.

Bookstore Offers
Special Rates
Student rates for Time, Life,
and Fortune are now available in
the University Book Store, according to Paul D. Shepherd, manager.
T-shirts from size two on up
are now on sale in the book store
along with sweat shirts (sizes 34,
38, and 42) and new Bowling
Green photograph and scrap books.
The scrap books are complete with
the BG seal.

Vets To Receive
Checks Nov. 5
Veterans enrolled under Public
Laws 346 and 16 who do not receive their first subsistence checks
by Friday, Nov. 6 should file a
Notice of Non-Receipt of Subsistence Payment in the local Veteran's Administration office, VA
counsellor Ralph Geer announced.

A major political rally will be
held tonight at 8 in the Main Auditorium when Pres. Frank J. Prout
will extend greetings to representatives of the four main political parties.
Sponsored by the Political Interest Group of Student Christian
Fellowship and the University
Press Club, this program will precede the mock election to be held
tomorrow with voting booths in
the Well, Nest, and PA Bldg.,
Speaking for the Republican
Party will be Mr. William O'Neill,
speaker of the Ohio House of Representatives and permanent chairman of the recent State Republican Convention. He will fly to
Bowling Green from Marietta and
will be met at Bricker Airport by
local Republican candidates of
Wood County.
The Democratic Party will be
represented by Mr. Stephen
Young, candidate for Congressman-at-large from Cleveland. Mr.
Young was a staff officer in the
6th Army while it was in Italy during the last war. Previous to that
he spent three terms in the U.S.
House of Representatives.
Dr. Oliver Loud, Professor of
Physical Science at Antioch College, will state the case of the Progressive Party and its candidate,
Henry Wallace. Dr. Loud's name
will be on the Ohio ballot as an
elector pledged to Mr. Wallace.
Speaking for the Socialist Party
will be Mr. Harvey Taylor of
Cedar Lake, hid., a candidate for
U.S. Congressman from that state.
He is also state chairman and national committeeman of the' Socialist Party for Indiana.
Voting booths for the mock
election tomorrow will be open
from 8 to 6 p.m. A torchlight
parade starting from the steps of
the Administration Bldg. will precede the rally tonight. Everyone
is invited to participate beginning
at 6:80.

Ohio Students Enrolled By Jan. '48
Can Vote Nov. 2 In Bowling Green
Students at Bowling Green
State University whose voting residences are in the state of Ohio and
who are enrolled at this institution
on or before January 2, 1948 may
vote in the general election, Nov.
2, at Bowling Green, according to
a ruling handed down to the Wood
County Board of Elections by
State Attorney General Hugh S.
Jenkins.
An act passed at that time by
the State legislature stated in effect that students enrolled in an
educational institution not in the
same county as their home address
would have to vote in their home
precincts by absentee voter's ballot. However, Mr. Jenkins has
ruled that any student who was

enrolled in the particular institution of his choice before this act
was passed on January 2 of this
year may vote in the county in
which such institution is located.
This does not include those people
who live within a ten mile radjus
of Bowling Green.
Those people who are now living
on campus will vote in one of two
possible places. Everyone south
of Ridge Street with the exception
of the Alpha Phi and Delta Gamma
houses and the Women's Bldg. will
vote at the Court House. The
three just mentioned and all dorms
north of Ridge Street will vote
at the Ridge Street School.
Out of state students cannot
vote at Bowling Green.
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fylenck Recovery...
By Janlne Rossard, Paris, Franc*
GUM! Editorialist
(Editor's Notoi Miss Rouard wrote the first
part of her article on Franc* In a previous Issue
of the News. Her editorial Is completed below.)
French recovery during the past six months
Is the result of work—work Involving a 50% or
more reduction In raw materials. The merchant
navy has accomplished, up to Its limited powers, a very useful job, plying between France
and her colonies on a profitable commercial exchange. There is still, however, a severe shortage of vessels needed to convey African oil,
coffee, etc., to France.
In France herself, the transportation problem
shuns exchanges between the several regions,
creating partitions between departments and
giving birth to the all too popular black market
A host of black marketers, termed B.O.F.,
(Beurre, Ceufs, Fromage: Butter, Eggs, Cheese)
have made fortunes from black market operations. The B.O.F. are to vanish from the French
scene; they lead hard lives, stick around stubbornly longing for the golden age of the German
occupation when the black market flourished.
Thriving cattle stocks are now up to pre-war
level. Coal production, the nerve of all industries, outdoes the pre-war standard. Soon
the new modern luxury liner, "Le Liberte" will
replace the famous "Normandie." The housing
and reconstruction problems in the ruined cities
of Rouen, Caen, Calais, Dunkerque, and Amiens
are a nightmare. The end of the nightmare can
be seen through more work, healthy financial
policies, and the Marshall Plan.
Americans are highly interested in the reactions of the French parties toward the E.R.P.
and wonder what is going to happen to this government-changing nation. Three big forces contend in the political arena, that is, essentially two
of them, for, as it always happens to the medium
kind, it dissolves Itself into efforts to please anybody and succeeds in producing dissatisfaction
for everybody. A transitory period handled by
a transitory political group. To its credit, let us
say it was necessary to France's prospective
good health. There remain on one side, the
Communists, on the other, General de Gaulle
whose figure dominates the R.P.F. Party.
Peaceful by nature, the French have a strong
feeling of the necessity for unity Instead of disorder. One can find secretive admirers of General de Gaulle and a secretive liking for the
Marshall Plan even among the rank and file of
the Communist Party. Patriotically, one cannot
deny that Charles de Gaulle Is the first French
Resistant. Politically, the antagonism resurges
up as the President of the R.P.F. Party insists on
the American aid to France, even military, and
takes a well-defined position In Western Europe
as regards Soviet Russia. The bulk of these
"sentimental" and sensible people may some
day increase the existing majority of the E.R.P.
supporters in France. The real sentimental links
between the United States and France sealed by
two wars cannot fail to rally all peace and freedom lovers. And there are many in both countries.

Palan. QiaL...
By Andres Chadwick. Santiago. Chile
Guest Editorialist
The Antarctic problem Is now an actuality because of the exploration which the United States
has just carried out preceding that of other friendly rivals.
The chief motive guiding the Department of
State is its desire to make a political problem,
a simple problem, by having a vast polar Condominium established, over which Australia,
Argentina, the United States, France, Great
Britain, and Chile would have equal control.
According to an official communication, the
Idea of an International Trust has been presented. The internationalization or Condominium, in fact both concepts translate the same
Idea, doe3 not constitute a new solution for that
which has been called "the Antarctic Question."
In dally newspapers and magazines of the
United States this, among other possible suggested solutions, has formerly been mentioned
with some frequency. But now for the first time,
officially mentioned. Because of this, the proposed solution now requires careful consideration.
Condominiums are rare in the world of today.
In America at the present time, none seems to
exist. As a legal proposition it seems to be more
properly allied to a Private Code of Law than to
a Public International Code of Law.
One must seek the underlying reason for this
fact In the natural aversion of Nations to enter
into agreements which Implicate, in some form or
another, their sovereignty and bring about confusion or some limitations of their rights. In a
Condominium all are masters, all operate on the
principle of equal rights, and as no one knows
exactly what his rights are, in a short time, uncertainty, lack of confidence and self-interest
grow.
Condominiums have brought about so many
conflicts that neither practice nor the international doctrine views them with even moderate sympathy. Why then, in attempting to deal with the
Antarctic problem, try something politically and
juridiclally discredited?
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Dire Consequences
Wouldn't want this column to bore
cause advertisements pay more.
KINGS AND QUEENS:
Still catching up on back marriages and such
and a few new ones—Don Hass pinned Kay
Kuntz . . . and a wedding—Jean Murphy to John
Dudley . . . the gross error department—Tom
McHugh pinned to Shirley Navarre of Flat Rock,
not Toledo . . . Marilyn Miller, summer wedding
to Illlnoislan Jack Bayer . . . Ennis Walker and
Marilyn Whitacre wed . . . ex-Bee Gee-ltes Bob
Pence and Carol Nelson wed . . . Ruth Johnsen
took the fatal trip with Ralph Juergens, Caseonion . . . Interesting Item No. 4,999—for all the
best in scowls and growls and real dope about
Bee Gee while she was having growing pains,
read some back issues of the News for the year
'42 when Richard Dunlpace was the editor—the
issues tell the tale of coalitions, political parties,
letters to the editor from librarians and columns
about school doings, battles between pros end
cons on subjects of great worth and even some
good poems . . .
KINGS AND QUEENS:
Bright spot of the week—Marg Mill ringed by
Art Fowls . . . and plnnings of the week—Ellen
Tucker and John Dent — George Bohannas
pinned Jodie Jobe, ex-Bee Gee-esser now teaching . . . and another pin—Harvey Coulter and
Doris Collins . . . Betty Troxell pinned to Syd
Blaze, transfer-onion . . . due to conditions beyond control, namely, too many ads, sections of
this column were done early and not used—but
praise and censure must go on—so-o-o-o, a special section . . .
Pies. Frank J. Prout will reSUPER SPECIAL AWARD DIVISION:
(subtitle: praise and such) To the football team, tire. The many friends of Hce
the band, the 7,205 spectators and cheerers, Gee's great president realize that
cheerleaders, fraternities, sororities, and neutrals, his era has come to a close. Stepanybody who helped to make Homecoming ping into his shoes is Snnford
Weekend such a grand success goes the highest Emerson Speicher, recently electaward of all—a brew complete with salt and an ed proxy. President Speicher will
egg, mixed well and presented to all hands . . . take office sometime in the spring
and to the cast of the play—especially the newer of next year.
actors and actresses such as Flossie Beer and
Questioned about his coming
Patty Slkes, the same for their work and enterterm of office, the young proxy,
tainment . . .
known as "Rod" by his more intiCHECK:
mate friends, stated at his first
press conference last Friday, "We
They parted at the corner.
arc going to work hard on a good
She whispered with a sigh.
program, and it will be fun for ev'Ill be home tomorrow night."
erybody."
He answered, "So will I."
Republicans immediately asked
DIRE'S DESIRE:
President Speicher if he would
Gaily passing the wondering throng draped run for a second term. The Falover the steering wheel of a jeep—Tee Botar—- con basketball star then then reattired in a black peplum gown simply adorned plied that he would not; seeing
he had offers from higher powith a strand of pearls—coslume complete with that
litical groups.
black toeless, heel-less, backless, anyway black,
One member of the press conshoes . . .
ference, with a rod nose and T.B.
(Tavern Belly) eagerly inquired
DIRE'S IRE
about the clause in his platform
The bucket o' well-used tobacco Juice to the which promised druft beer in all
few residents of Stadium Club, Section B—re- University fountains.
To this
peat, the few—who insulted the sorority serenad- President Speicher replied, "I
ing for their Homecoming Queen—definitely, not haven't chocked up on that yet."
conduct becoming . . . and praise to Sections A
When asked about the latest
and C for not succumbing to the same level . . . campus complaint from students
about being "apprehended" for
POME:
To men who brag about what they achieve.
When out with girls. I disbelieve.
<
For men who always have success.
Never speak of their progress I
SPECIAL KING SECTION:
Recent addition to trailer camp to keep company with the many other recent additions is
Douglas, son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell DrunkenMiss Helen Henderson, of the
miller—arrived late last week in the Port Clinton Home Economics Department, has
hospital weighing some seven plus pounds . . .
recently aquircd several historical
costumes from the early 20th cenPASS:
tury period. Mrs. Fred Moore, of
A college man's dream girl Is one who doesn't Bowling Green, donated these costumes which belonged to her sis"no" too much ...
ter, Miss Florence Froney.
These costumes will be added to
the Home Economics Department's
collection of illustrative material
for class work.

To the Editor:
Morris Harvey, the school over
which our team scored such a decisive victory last week, has something more with which to remember Bowling Green by than a mere
defeat on the football field. I sin
referring to the unsavory cartoon
printed in the Bee Gee News.
True, BG defeated Morris Harvey. Is that any excuse for making that defeated team the subject
of a vicious cartoon?
Sportsmanship has been one of
the things which has been manifest
at BG. I hope, for the good name
of our school, that no Morris Harvey student sees that cartoon.
If any do, our school will be
classed by them, and rightly so,
as an outstanding example of the
lowest brand of sportsmanship.
Our team has, in the past, accepted defeats and victories with
magnanimity. They will do the
same in the future. Let the student body be as big as they and discontinue the policy of kicking the
other team when it is down.
•
An irate reader.
Bob Scott

Sigma Chis Lead Speicher
To Victory In Prexy Baliot

New Costumes
Acquired By
Department

See Qee NewA
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necking on dormitory steps, the
Bee Gee head man said that all
students will be given lates until
12 during the week so they can
catch up on their spooning.
Sports was then brought to the
foreground and the president was
of the radical class which believe
that basketball is here to stay.
"Our relations with Toledo University will continue, and tiddlywinks, marbles, and checkers will
be added in 1949," he stated. Mac
Otten, John Payak, and Chuck
Share are expected to bolster the
tiddly-winks squad; Russ Maples
and Jack Woodland will spark the
marbles team; and the president

BOWLINC GREEN'S first
"President For A Day," Emerson
Speicher, it pictured in an informal pote at the Sigma Chi House
as he catches up on the latest
events in the news of the world.
himself will become player manager of the checkers team. All of
these athletes will abandon their
other sports in order to devote full
time to their new contests.
"In continuing with Doctor
Prout'a expansion program for the
university, a new fleldhouse, seating 10,000 will be erected in the
near future," he concluded.

Dear Editor and Staff,
Thank you for the fine picture
and article on our new house in the
past issue of the Bee Gee News.
Throughout the year I will keep
you posted on Pi Theta. We feel
that this is a big year for us and
we well realize the value and assistance that the paper has been
and will be.
If there is anything that we
can do for the Bee Gee News,
please feel free to call on us.
•Sincerely,
Ed Merry
Dear Editor:
I'm from DAYTON—not Marion.
Sincerely,
Irene Ellis

Homecoming Is
Cause Of Many
Monday Troubles
Late to bed and early to rise,
makes a man awfully tired on
Monday morning. Especially if
that Monday is the one following
Homecoming Weekend.
Each year, Homecoming is a
gala event, with many more things
to do than 'is possible for one person to fit into his schedule. This
year was certainly no exception.
There were dances, open houses, teas, coffee hours, and the big
game on Saturday with the crowning of the Queen. Then, just to be
sure that such person's time was
all well occupied, there were those
wonderful house decorations to be
put in place, lounges to clean, and
rooms to scrub and shine up.
Oh what joy to see the old
friends who returned "after graduation day," the singing in the
lounge, big gab fests in the kitchen, and parties in your rooms until
wee small hours of the morning.
It was truly a Homecoming to
warm the hearts of each of us.
The weekend was sensational, but
it ended all too soon. Class never
seemed so early as that 8 o'clock
on Monday morning. All that is
left of the big weekend is a dance
card, game program, and a slightly wilted mum. Wait! not quite
all, for we still have our memories, our renewed friendships and
our thoughts about next year—
same time.

X-Ray Tests Given To
3775 Students At BG

For Nest Cleanup
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, has volunteered
its services toward the Nest cleanup. Under the chairmanship of
John Hughes, the group will have
representatives in the Student
Union at certain hours throughout
the day for the purpose of reminding the students both incoming and
out-going as regards the disposal
of dishes and trash.

X-Ray Tests Taken
By 83% Of Students
Some 3,775 students and faculty took advantage of the free
X-ray from Tuesday, Oct. 12, until
Friday, Oct 22. The X-ray unit
was sponsored by the University
Health Committee and was
brought in by the Ohio State
Health Dept. Health Education
classes took charge of the work.

STUDENTS AND FACULTY m.-Ur. .„ pict.r.* as they take
their X-ray test* during last week's campaign agaiast T-B at Bowling
Creea St.t. UeJvaraity. Dr. Zangg b th. facalty member ia Ike
picrare.
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IRIS IRWIN

Royal Court Await Crown

—■

Starting off this week-end's social events will be the technicolor
movie, "Greenwich Village," with
Carmen Miranda, Friday at 7 and
9 p.m. in the PA Auditorium.
Chi Omega is also sponsoring a
disc dance at the Women's Bldg.
from 9 to 12 that evening.
Saturday night's football game
with Findlay begins at 8:15.
torium at 7 and 9 p.m., Oct. 80.
torium at 7 and 9 p.m., Oct. 30.
"It Started With Eve," starring
Deanna Durbin, will be the movie
of the evening at the PA Audi-

DORIS MASELL
Several sororities held open
days on their float for the Key
parade, they were unable to get it house after the game for alumnae,
out of their basement. It seems members, and friends. To menthat Chief Engineer Ed Nowak tion a few — Camma Phi Beta,
"Home of the Homecoming Queen,"
read -the measurements wrong.
The Sifma Nu fraternity is Delta Camma, Alpha Xi Delta,
right up to date on things for the and Chi Omega.
Kappa Delta't celebrated their
home. Its television set arrived
last week. Members also have a fifty-first Founder's Day with a
new FM radio and record player. coffee hour for the alumnae and acPi Kappa Alpha fraternity is spon- tives last Saturday from 4 to 6
soring a paper drive this Satur- p.m.
day along with the Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Camma sorority
and
sorority. On Saturday night, the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity held
boys and their dates will be enter- an exchange dinner Thursday, Oct.
tained at a Halloween party to be 21. Ten members from each group
held at the house.
Sunday, a were "exchanged."
legacy party will be given by the
Golden voices of Alpha Camma
frat for the Delta Camma sorority Delta sorority serenaded all of the
in honor of Steven, the son of fra- fraternity houses Tuesday eveternity brother Jim Dunn and his ning, Oct. 19. They were invited
wife Shirley, a Delta Gamma.
in for a "snack" at the Sigma AlAlpha Chi Omega sorority cele- pha Epiilon, Camma Theta Nu,
brated its seventy-third Founder's and Zeta Beta Tau houses.
Day on Oct. 15. Members held
Phi Mu'i held initiation Tuesday
a formal banquet at their house.
evening, Oct. 19, amid the strains
Phi Mu sorority sisters are giv- of "Vote for Spike." Marilyn
ing a "Hard Times" party this Sat- Peter, Doris Masell, Doris Wursurday for their dates.
tcr, and Nancy Hoffman became
actives.
Those taken into the
alumnae group were Mrs. Irene
Merserve, Mrs. Grace Bell, and
For the best in
Mrs. Lottie Cook.
BAKED GOODS
Alpha Phi's recently held exchange dinners with the Delta Tau
Delta's and the Kappa Sisma'a.

Rushees of the B*i« Si»m» fraternity will be among the first to
see the fraternities' new home,
Ivy Hall. The members are having
a smoker for the ruahees tomorrow
night in their new home. Four
pledges went active last week.
They were Don Hilty, Ed Moyer,
Norman Minick, and Willard
Schwartz.
Also entertaining its rushees is
the Delta Tau Delta fraternity
who entertained its prospectives a
week ago Saturday at a "Hard
Times" party. And on Wednesday, the Delt's held an exchange
dinner with the Alpha Phi sorority.
It takes a good bunch of frat
men to laugh at such an incident
as occurred to the Pi Theta's last
week. After slaving away for two

cwiei
OPEN 12:45 DAILY
FRI., SAT.

Oct. 2»-30

"Two Guys From
Texas"

SUN through TUES.
Oct. 31, Nov. 1-2

ROSS BAKERY
Phone 7811

RADIO
SALES and SERVICE
Tubes -- Batteries

Your Next at

Bill's Radio &
Television

'Johnny Belinda'
— with —
Jane Wyman
Lew Ay res
WED., THURS.

Club Newt

call

— with —
Dennis Morgan
Jack Carson

Mort's Barber
Shop

Nov. 3-4

338 So. Main

REIGNING COURT at Bowling Green's 27th annual Homecoming
were, from left to right: Joan Lembo, Marion DeConick, and Carol
Hinkleman. Marion DeConick was crowned at special ceremonies at
the WIS-sponsoreel Coronation Ball.

By Appointment

Opportunity Club meet*
2 Days

— with —

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS

Edw. G. Robinson
Burt Lancaster

CORSAGES

PHONE 12015
114 No. Church

"All My Sons"

For your Halloween Party serve home made
Do-nuts made to your order.

HOLLAND SNACK BAR

FLOWER GIFTS

125 N. Main St.
SUN., MON.

For That

Oct. 31, Nov. 1

"Woman In
White"

SNACK
insist on

— with —
Eleanor Parker
Alexis Smith
TUE., THURS.

We Deliver

COLLEGE SPECIAL

Phone 5734

Time for winter change over—Oil, Gear Lubricants, Anti-Freeze, Thermostats, etc. Don't
forget 10% discount!

CAIN'S
MARCELLE POTATO

Nov. 2-4

Louie's Friendly Service
331 No. Main

704 N. Main at Reid St.

CHIPS

"People Are
Funny"

Disc Dance, Movies
Highlight Week-end
Social Calendar

DEMOCRATIC CLUB
The club will hold meetings
every Wednesday night at 7:30
p.m. until the national elections.
Its purpose is to create fellowship
among students interested in Democratic principles.
LUTHERAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Ping-pong, checkers, cards, coffee and popcorn were in order during the initial Lutheran Students
Association's Thursday night "Relax Awhile" program at St.
Mark's Lutheran Church, South
Enterprise St.
PRE MED CLUB
Frank Lyons was elected president of the Pre-Med Club at its
last meeting. Other officers include Chuch Dudgeon, Vice-president; Dick Soderberg, secretary;
and Wally Hohn, treasurer.
SICMA DELTA PI
Tho next meeting will be held
Oct. 27 in 106Ant6:46.
USHERETTE CLUB
Twenty-five new members were
welcomed Thursday nifht. Prof.
Wilbur Abcll is the sponsor and
Mr. Robert Richey, the adviser.
The new president is Joan Malikowski.
Watch the bulletin board for announcements of future meetings.
YOUNC REPUBLICAN CLUB
Young Republican Club will
meet in 301A on Nov. 1 at 6 p.m.
Look for posters in the well for
revisions.
WORKSHOP PLAYERS
Charades, a new club game, will
be featured at the meeting of the
Workshop Players tonight at 7 in
103A. Tryonuta for three one-act
plays to be presented Nov. 18-19,
will follow the program, according
to Mr. Robert Richey, speech ininstructor and advisor to the Players.

Koon's Tire
Store
VULCANIZING
RETREADING
Call our truck for tire service on the road.

246 N. Main St.
Phone 12421

sllaplp

— with —
Jack Haley
Ruby Vallee

LADY BUXTON'S^W^ HOLDS
EVERYTHING
SNUG!

3 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD PUSH
OUR DOOR INWARD:

1.

Quick, courteous service
2.

Ideal atmosphere
3.

The best in foods

The University Club

Advertised
In lift,
Madtmolitll;
eevenfeen

All-around lip guards your
dollars and dimeil The Zippit
has a Secret Pocket for keys
. . . detachable windows for
snapshots, identification. Magic
Purse Is detachable, tool Red,
kelly, or black In long-lasting
Morocco-groined
leather

*4.50

•tag. U. S. Pol. OH.

plvt tax

Let us help you plan your fall
banquets in our superb dining room

KLEVER'S JEWELRY STORE
121 N. Main St.

Go to a Movie? . . . Not until you go down to
The Sanitary Dry Cleaners and get your uniform pressed. I will not date any ROTC student that doesn't keep his gear neat.

Sanitary Dry'Cleaners
NEXT TO LYRIC THEATRE

IQU

How Can We Improve
School Spirit?

By John Radabaugh

Many people have expressed the opinion that BG is lacking in spirit; from this the weekly query was formulated,
which asked, "How do you think school spirit can be improved?"

"If everyone
at the ir ii m c s
would cheer
with the cheerlenders instead
of laughing at
them, it would
help to create
good s p i r i t,"
said Jim Hans,
a senior from
Jim Haas
Cleveland
Heights. "I do think the new
seating nrrnngements for games
will help," he added, "because
groups will be able to ait together
and from this we can get more
concentrated cheering."
Join Aiifrance, a senior from Alliance, said, "I
think school
spirit could be
i m p r o ved by
elimin a t i n g
a u t o m obiles
from campus.
Many other
Joan Aufrance
univer s i t i e s
don't allow cars, resulting in a
JANUARY GRADUATES
Order* for commencement
announcement! mult be in by
Nov. 7.
Orderi with money
will be accepted by Bob Mudfett of the Delta Tau Delta
houie and Arnold Panella of
the Kappa Sigma Annex. Announcements will cost approximately 12 centa each.

BEE GEE NEWS
Columnists

Personality Portraits

SCF Prexy Spends Summer
In Columbia University

By Jane Carlton
Mason "Prexy" Grove migjit as
friendlier atmospher e." She well move his bed and belongings
asked, "How can you get acquaint- into the SCF office. Active in the
ed with people by only waving at organization since he came to Bee
Gee in 1946, the senior from Althem as they ride by?"
to on a, Pa., finds must of his free
Ruth Harkhours are spent in the SCF office.
ness, a senior
His contribution to SCF has
whose home is
been an especially great one this
in Bowling
year, for his summer experience in
Green, said, "I
"Presidents' School" at Columbia
University All him with plenty of
think they put
on too many reenthusiasm and helpful ideas to fit
s t r i c tions for
our campus needs.
the campaigns,
Among 38 student presidents of
you can't do
campus "Y" and denominational
anything any- Ruth H»rknei>
groups, he attended classes at
more
that
Union Seminary and rubbed elwould help build school spirit with- bows with Reinhold Neibuhr, Eleaout getting permission."
Miss nor Roosevelt, Father Divine, and
Harkness added, "I also believe other interesting and well known
personalities.
there is too much undercurrent beMason was thrilled when the
tween the independents and the group attended the United Nations
Greeks."
and heard Gromyko speak. He
"A little commented also on the talk which
more action Mrs. Roosevelt gave at her home
and a little less concerning her work with the
talk would go Human Rights Commission.
a long way to
His room at Columbia overlookremedying the ing the Hudson River, was near
situation," stat- the Julliard School of Music and
ed Clyde Schul- the International House, and Mate, a junior aon enjoyed the cultural and edufrom Toledo.
"Too many peoClyde Schulte
ple talk about
spirit and nothing is done. 1 do
believe," he said, "the Student
Senate should initiate the action
that would make the campus more
'spirit conscious'!"
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cational influence of his New York
By Jobs Fay
surroundings more and more each
day.
In their discussions of the Student Christian Movement, the
Leftovers from Homecoming . . . From our vantage point
presidents shared the problems of it looked as if the "Bear" was considering some winter hibertheir individual campus groups. nation when the boys pulled the game out of the fire with that
Mason found the Student Chris- now famous fake kick . . . Baldwin-Wallace brought along
tian Fellowship to be one of the their chief rooter and assistant cheerleader. He's a somewhat
outstanding organizations in the rotound gentleman, about 60 years old, wears a large black
country and one of the most influ- derby, and has jowels that hang
the University Theatre's producential in the life on the campus.
pretty close to his neck. He car"It was the most wonderful ex- ries his own special megaphone, tion of "Ah, Wilderness!" gave his
perience of my life," he said sin- always leads the same cheer, and is usual excellent performance. He'll
cerely. "I feel it strengthened my affectionately known to all yellow go far on the stage . . . Surprise
performance was John Sokol as
convictions and broadened my jackets as "The Breeze."
Wint. Although he only appeared
Christian philosophy of life."
Captain Charles Yeager of the
the stage once we kept feeling
Besides attending the President U.S. Army Air Forces, who set on
we would like him to come on
School this summer, Mason en- a speed record for jet planes at that
again . . . The most inadequate
joyed the "Y" conference at Lake one of the western experimental characterization was given by Dick
Geneva, Wisconsin, immediately stations, is a cousin of Ray YeaISauman in the lead part of Richafter school ended in the spring. gar, Bee Gee's top debater. The ard
Miller. He over-acted a very
During the Christmas holidays, he gray-haired, 26-year-old Army of- difficult
part.
will be heading for the University ficer has walked away from three
If the forecasters are right the
of Kansas where the National Stu- crashes in a wild and wooly career.
Republicans will soon be saying to
dent Christian conference will be
Bill Prentice as Nat Miller in the Democrats—T.T.F.N.
held.
Mason is planning on graduate
school, aiming for the work of a
university "Y" director. He is
especially fond of outdoor activiDRY CLEANING
ties, especially fishing and huntand
ing, and hiking in the mountains of
his state.

SAMMY'S

SHOE REPAIR

Now In Our Store

Polish e*

Lace*

Corner South College and Wooster . . . across
from Kohl Hall

jet Black Gand&iay

BOOK'S BIKE SHOP

Spall Goatl

WOOD COUNTY HARDWARE

123 West Court Street

ENTERPRISE PAINTS

The store for Young Men and
Men who want to stay young

SALES - REPAIRING - PARTS - PAINTING
Phone 9515

245 North Main
Phone 9471

CAMPUS MEN'S SHOP

Whizzer Motor Sales and Service

Near The Post Office

ALDRICH — GULF — SERVICE

Puts' and Pat's

Television
Receivers
DEMONSTRATED IN
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY HOUSES WITHOUT
PUTTING THE PARTY TO
ANY OBLIGATION.

THE BIGGEST LITTLE
RESTAURANT IN TOWN
WE SPECIALIZE IN HAMBURGERS,
THE BEST COFFEE IN TOWN
AND
FEATURE HEINZ PRODUCTS
All Soups 15c

Rappaport's

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT

GREETING CARDS
GIFTS
NOVELTIES

Morning, Noon and Night for fine food in an
appetizing manner. You get the best in light
snacks and dinners.

DECORATIONS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Contact

HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCES

"Come in and look around,
you are ahvays toeleome."

OPEN SUNDAY FROM
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Also For

RADIO REPAIR

Also
PIE — CAKE
POP — CANDY

ICE CREAM
CIGARETTES
Service With A Smile

Across from Kohl
Hall

<*•"»>...

Lasalle;s

MEN'S STORE

tOWLtXG GREEN

GABARDINE SPORTSHIRTS
$5.95
MAKE LASALLE'S MEN'S STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
FOR SPORT SHIRTS. YOU WILL FIND YOUR FAVORITE
SHADES OF WINE, GREEN, AND BROWN IN SMALL, MEDIUM, AND LARGE SIZES.
WE HAVE A COMPLETE SHOWING OF

BOTANY TIES
TO BLEND WITH THE SHIRTS

$1.50

UHLMAN'S SHOE
STORE

BEE GEE NEWS
Sport Section
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Hits Open Field

By Tom Loomls
VICTORY NUMBER FIVE—THE HARD WAY
Bowline/ Green and Baldwin-Wallace treated 7,205 thrillchilled Homecoming spectators to 60 minutes of sensational football Saturday- Frank Merriwell and his mates never had a thing
on the comeback the Falcons staged. Hardly a person in the
stands expected the boys to overcome the two touchdown deficit
that the Yellow Jackets had maintained throughout the first half.
When the chips were down it was condition that paid off.
Bee Gee was able to keep up its terrific pace until the final gun
while the Bereamen looked as if they were merely going through
th motions in the late stages of the game.
The hat must go off this week to Bob Whittaker. His fine
coaching has brought the team along slowly until now there is a
very strong possibility of an undefeated season. This is a Falcon
team such as we have never seen before. When Russ Maples
gambled and won on a fourth down pass deep in his own territory Bee Gee fans could hardly believe their eyes. It was the
change to a passing attack that won the game and "The Bear's"
canny switching of Max Mlnnlch into the quarter slot made this
possible.
Whittaker's squads have always been well conditioned and
great on fundamentals, but to this has been added something that
often means the difference between victory and defeat—imagination. No longer can Bee Gee be counted upon to do the expected.
Then, too, there is present an extra dash of fight and spirit. The
team simply refuses to give up.
OUR SPIRIT WAS NOT LACKING
Speaking of spirit, this is as good a time as any to mention
that iust about enough complaints have been registered about
"lack of school spirit" on the part of the Bee Gee student body.
When given something to yell about Falcon fans are as enthusiastic as any.
It Is true that the average student of today is more mature than
ever before and does not appreciate sophomoric stunts such as
SICSIC'8 Ill-conceived public address broadcast at 3:30 Saturday
morning. Neither can he get excited about pep rallies before
such farces as the Morris Harvey game. The pessimistic altitude
of many people last year certainly seemed justifiable in some
cases. Now it has been proven that our fans' loyally takes a back
seat to none.
FOUR ALL-STATE CANDIDATES??
The game Saturday definitely boosted the All-Ohio stock of
several Falcon players. Capt. Vem Dunham, tackle Ed Kunlz,
and back Jack Woodland are the top choices. Others mentioned
for honors are end Bob Schnelker, guard John Sheldon, and defensive center Don Mansfield.

COME IN AND GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

The Hotel or
Corner Barber Shops
Let us trim or cut your hair and recondition
your scalp the professional way.

*■«•5 Findlay Definite Underdog
As Falcons Seek Sixth Win

By Bob Manh
Bowling Green's undefeated and untied Falcons will be
trying for their sixth straight victory when they journey to
Findlay to play the Findlay College Oilers Saturday night
This will be the 17th meeting of the two schools on the
gridiron. Bowling Green has defeated Findlay 11 times and
three games were ties. Because of the close rivalry the games
have always been hard fought.
Thia ii the top game of the year
as far as Findlay is concerned and
a very important one for the Falcons. The Oilers will be out to
avenge the 26-9 beating handed
;
them by the Falcons last year. A
victory for Findlay would make its
season an automatic success.
•
Findlay has a not too impressive
A group of mud soaked frater- record of two wins, two defeats,
nity men left the field Saturday and a tie for the five games played
this season. The two losses were
morning after the scheduled from Akron and Mt. Union. Last
FALCON ACE Mas Minnich .lud.. Baldwin-Wallace lackl.n whila games in the fraternity touch foot- weak they defeated a good Detroit
ball leagues. Some tasted victory Tech team 19-10; so they will be
ra|Utarinf (kin in Saturday'! thrllUr won by BG, 33-28.
and some defeat, but it is assured coming into Saturday night's game
with a victory taste in their mouth.
that all tasted mud.
Laat year the Oilers had one of
In League I, PIKA scored in the the best records in the state of
late stages of the fourth quarter Ohio. They finished the season
to defeat SAE 13-7. PIKA scored with nine wins against one loss,
loss being at the hands of Bee
the final touchdown when they the
By A. L. McClain
Maples, Rod Lash, and Nick Pohl- blocked a kick on the SAE's goal Gee. This year they seem to have
lost their punch. They have pracThe scoreboard read: BG 48, man ahead of him. But Joe never
tically the same squad but not the
Visitors 0, with seven minutes misses a practice, takes a beating line.
speed
and drive showed previously.
Theta Chi downed their house
gone in the third period of the from bigger and heavier teamThe Oilers have an extremely
mates
and
cracks
wise
in
the
showbrothers
of
Ivy
Hall
when
they
Morris Harvey game.
fast backfleld. Busa, left halfer room. Why?
gave Beta Sigma a 7-0 defeat.
On the bench a short, stocky
last year, has been shifted to
Certainly there are no material Theta Chi scored its lone touch- back
the end position because of hia
player wearing no. 20 on his jer- gains, no headlines, no brilliant
sey, jumped up, grabbed a helmet, 80 yard runs—he hasn't even down on a 20-yard pass from Bob ability to snag passes. He shares
kicking chores with Busa. In Burand went racing out on the field. won a letter—but Joe sums it up Marsh to Earl Bowersox. Gamma ton and Marcus the Oilers have
Theta Nu defeated Zeta Beta Tau
simply, "I like the game."
two of the best linemen in the
For Joe Mercurio it was his first
No one has ever accused him of 6-0 in the only other game in state. Burton was all-Ohio a year
appearance in a game this year.
possessing false modesty and his League I.
ago.
After "batting his head against recital of the "twenty-eighth misThe game between Kappa Sigma
a brick wall" in practice night af- sion" when he was an oflicor in and Pi Theta was protested beter night Joe had finally gone into the Air Force, for a while threat- cause of the technicality of a safeu game. A great many of the fans ened to become a classic. Actual- ty. The final score was 8-7 in
must have realized this as a loud ly it was a fine attempt at humor favor of Kappa Sigma. Final outcheer of approval went up from and it isn't a classic because Joe is come of the protest has not been
the spectators.
Results of both Fraternity and
no James Thurber.
decided.
In his third year on the team
Besides participating in practico
Other activity in League II saw Independent golf matches have
the prospects of "getting in" are and playing a good bench gam*, ATO push over a touchdown in the been announced by Intramural
SAE
no better than they were in other no. 20 finds time to act as presi- final period to beat Chi Alpha 7-0. Director Don Matthews.
years, with quarterbacks like Russ dent of the SAK fraternity and Sigmu Nu centered its attack on copped top honors in the fraterhold down the position of Chief Delta TaiT Delta and handed the nity tournament with a score of
145. Chi Alpha, Kappa Sigma,
Justice of the Student Court.
Dolt's a 20-0 defeat.
and Gamma Theta Nu for second
place, each with a total of ISO.
Sigma Chi finished third with
SENIORS—
168 while Phi Delta and Theta Chi
and Gamma Theta Nu tied for
Now is your last chance to
second place, each with a total of
160.
have your picture taken for the Key. Make
Dorm "P" was the winner of
the Independent Intramural Golf
appointments before Nov. 1.
Tournament with a score of 166,
Hut "G" was second with 166,
and Hut "H" third with 167.
WALKER STUDIO
Members of the winning team
123 W. Wooster
were Streeter, McCaffery, Saylor,
and Bucher.
In the final round of inter-fraternity tennis, SAE defeated Kappa Sigma and ATO won over Sigma Chi.

SAE Upset By

PiKA OtherlM
Leaders Win

Senior Joe Mecurio Good Example
Of 'Newer Say Die' Football Spirit

SAE And Dorm P
Win Golf Titles™

CAMEL MILDNESS

Kappa Sigma
Wishes to Thank
FRED HARRIS
and
KLOTZ FLOWERS

30-Day test of hundreds of Camel smokers revealed

For Key Parade Help

NO THROAT IRRITATION DUE TO SMOKING CAMELS!
{Not a single case/}
JTrom coast to coast, che reports were the
same: Not one single case of throat irritation
due to smoking Camels!
These reports were based on a total of 2470
examinations by noted throat specialists of the
throats of hundreds of men-and women who
smoked Camels-**.* only Cmuls-lot 30
consecutive days.
And these men and women smoked on the

average of one to two packages of Camels a day I
Yes, Camels are Mat mild! But prove it for
yourself. In your own "T-Zone"-T for Taste
and T for Throat. Smoke Camtlt-snd only
Camils-lot 30 days. Let YOUR OWN TASTB
tell you about the full, rich flavor of Camel's
choice, properly aged tobaccos. And let
YOUR OWN THROAT tell you about that
marvelously cool Camel mildness!

*vAMIefe.i.,*t.i.*iiit*mi*.i>»*...,*iiiititii,,. An.e4uj.s4inJfcfujk.iT.4in.* , A iA*l

^5+

J&L

/tmk m Gne/ZO&yTgst-htorPZm'
in* them 30 daft, 70a ue 00c convinced that Camels an the mildest cigarette you hare erer smoked, return the package with the unused Camels
and we will refund your full purchase price, plus pottage. This osier U
apod foe 90 dayt from this date.
(Sig—d) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Sal em, N. C

We pick up and deliver two day cleaning service.

LONG'S CLEANERS
228 N. Main St
PHONE 14392

Minnich-Dunham Passes
Win Thriller For Bee Gee
Falcons Redly To Best
Yellow Jackets 33-28
In Homecoming Tilt
Coming from behind midway in
the fourth quarter, Bowling Green
upset Baldwin-Wallace, 88-28, Saturday before an overflow Homecoming crowd of 7,206.
With
aeven minutes left to play Max
Minnich passed four yards to Vcrn
Dunham in the end zone for the
game winning tally.
Trailing 28 to 18 at half time
the Falcons took to the air, Minnich passing to Vern Dunham for
three touchdowns. The first pass
was good for 48 yards and the second netted 48.
This was the fifth consecutive
victory for the Orange and Brown,
while it waa the first defeat for the
Baldwin-Wallace eleven, which had
previously tied John Carroll.
Both teams were unsuccessful on
the ground and had to resort to
aerial attacka. Tommy Phillips
paced the Yellow Jackets in the
air, Minnich and Vern Dunham
starred for the Falcons.
B-W marched 70 yards for the
first score of the game in five
plays. This serge was featured by
a 44 yard pasB from Phillips to
right end Jim Kellv for the score.
The second touchdown was set
up by the passing of Phillips and
Bob Decker. Pass interference
was ruled against the Falcons and
B-W had the ball at midfleld. Two
plays later Decker tossed to Degyansky on the 13. Ed Haddox, left
halfback, then plunged off tackle
from the three to score. Degyanaky made his second conversion.
Howard Schaetzke grabbed the
Baldwin-Wallace kickoff on the
five and raced 50 yards to the opponents' 46 yard line. Minnich
then broke loose but slipped on the
81. Two plays later Jack Woodland scored from the 26 as Vern
Dunham threw a timely block at
the 10. Ed Simmons missed the
kick and the quarter ended with
the Jackets in the lead, 14-6.
Phillips threw a quick 06 yard
touchdown pass to Heckler on the

first play of the second quarter.
Degyansky again kicked the extra
point and the Falcons trailed by 16
points.
Halfback Pete Schmidt intercepted a B-W pass on his own 40
and fought to the enemy's 49 yard
line. After the Yellow Jackets
were penalized 15 yards for roughness, Minnich ran to the 24.
Schaetzke took another Minnich
pass for the second touchdown,
this one covering 21 yards. Simmons converted and the score was
21-18 in favor of B-W.
Late in the second quarter Phillips flipped to Norbert Hecker and
Minnich nailed the receiver on the
Bee Gee three yard line. The Falcon line held twice but on third
down Phillips passed over the goal
line to Bob Hecker for six points.
Degyansky cleared the uprights,
making the score 28-13.
Early in the second half Minnich
caught Bill Crawford's punt on the
24 yard line and returned to the
Baldwin-Wallace 48. On the next
play Minnich threw the first of his
three touchdown passes to Vern
Dunham.
Simmons' kick was
blocked and the score read 28-19.
After some fancy passing and
lateraling, the Jackets had the
ball down on the Falcons' 33.
Phillips attempted another pass
but Schmidt Intercepted and
fought to the B-W 47 yard marker.
Woodland picked up four yards
and Minnich followed with a 43
yard touchdown pass to Vern Dunham. Simmons' kick was good and
the Orange and Brown trailed by
two points.
The final quarter was highlighted by Minnich's third TD pass to
Vcrn Dunham with seven minutes
to play. Climaxing 'a 70 yard
march, the play started as a run
to the right from the four yard
line.
Baldwin-Wallace scored the
most first downs, 14, to the Falcons' 11. The Orange and Brown
gained 164 yards rushing while the
opponents were held to 125. B-W
passing netted 281 yards tn the
Falcons' 156. The Juckets attempted 23 pusses and completed
10, while Bowling Green clicked
for seven out of 14.
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(Theta Chi)—200.
Those with 600 series were:
Jones (ATO)—563, Gail Keever
(Phi Delta) — 664, Cross (Pi
Theta)—684, Bud Flegle (Sigma
Chi)—609, Chuck Share (Sigma
Chi)—508, and Pugh (KS)—604.

ATO Bowlers
Beat Leaders
League leading Sigma Nu saw
its unbeaten bowling record go
by the boards last Friday night as
the Alpha Tau Omega's rose up to
take three points. Hoop Jones
led the winners with a 663 series, and a high single game of 228,
both tops for the night.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon moved into
undisputed possession of second
place by taking four points from
Phi Delta.
Kappa Sigma, Pi Kappa Alpha,
and Sigma Chi are in a three way
deadlock for third place, as a result of last week's competition.
Sigma Chi took four from Kappa
Sigma, while PiKA was doing likewise against Theta Chi.
Pi Theta took three points from
Delta Tau Delta in the remaining
match.
Individual games of 200 or better were: Jones (ATO)—228,
Bob Horvath (KS)—206, Hud
Pugh (KS) — 200, Art Balsat

KP's Pace IM's
Newman's Win
In the Independent Football
League I, the Newman Club defeated the Six Horsemen 26-0.
Other action in League I saw
the KP's defeat the Owls 21-6,
and the Packers down North Dorm
Buckeyes 25-0. Dick Sankey lead
the Packers' attack with three
touchdowns.
The Jay-Els rolled on to their
fourth straight and kept their position on top of League II by defeating the Bee-Wingers 14-0. Hut H
beat the Cubs 19-0, while the Buzz
Bombs downed the Wildcats 13-0
to round out the remuinder of
league uction.

ORDERS TAKEN NOW
for
CHRISTMAS CANDIES
discounts to organizations

RAYMOND'S
(across from Cla-Zel)

Cross Country Team Loses
Placing only one man among the
first six finishers, Bowling Green's
cross country varsity lost to a
well-balanced Wayne University
team, 18-38, at Detroit Friday.
Brown of Wayne was first across
the finish line, covering the four
mile course in 23:30. His teammate, White, followed in second
place. His time was 24:00.
Bob Weaver broke the host
school's parade by taking third in
24:06.
Wayne runners took the next
three positions, Sang, Mack, and
McDonald coming across in that
order.
Bruce Oliver of the Falcons finished seventh and was followed
home by Curt Nelson, Bob Petrie,
and Bob Micketa.
Saturday afternoon the Bowling
Green runners play host to a
strong Ball State team. It will

be the last home meet of the season. The race will get underway
at 2 p.m. on the stadium running
track.
SWIMMING TEAM ORGANIZED
Any good swimmers on campus.
Come out and join the women's
swimming team which is being organized tonight at 7:30 in the
Nat. You do not need to be a
member of Swan Club to join.
Some meets have already been arranged.
FOR SALE: Girl's bicycle, full tU»,
•quipped with basket. Phone 6263 or see
Adeline McClelland. 309 North Church St
LOST: Brown leather billfold containing driver'* Ucenee. activity card, picture!.
Reward. Joan Burton. Williams 18.
FIREMAN WANTED to tend furnace)
In private home and clean walks of snow.
Apply If you are dependable, can use
extra money, and live near 217 North
Proepect. Urgent.
FOR SALE: One bed davenport Excellent condition. Phone 8294.

THE SHMOOS
Have Moved Into The

Lion Store
From Dogpatch
Li'L Abner's Sadie Hawkin's Day is coming!
Everyone should have a Shmoo! Cute little
Shmoos come in all colors to bring you happiness, and fun!
One Shmoo

25c

He and She Shmoo

50c

"I enjoyed many a CHESTERFIELD
on the set of my new picture,
GOOD SAM. Chesterfield is
always MILD...

WHITEHOUSE HAMBURGER
SHOP
YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME

It's MY cigarette.'

All Types of

STA1RINO IN
LBO MsCAKBY'l

SANDWICHES

GOOD SAM
AN HO RBLBAIB

SOFT DRINKS
MILK SHAKES
COFFEE

THE LION STORE APPLIANCE
presents
Lots of New Records, including:
i.

YOU CAME A LONG WAY
FROM ST. LOUIS

Ray McKinley

2.

IT ONLY HAPPENS WHEN I DANCE
WITH YOU

3.

EVERY DAY I LOVE YOU

4.

MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE

8.

FOR YOU tr

6.

GLORIA

Mills Bros.

7.

CONFESS

Patti Page

8.

UNDERNEATH THE ARCHES

9.

THE NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES

10

CUANTO LA GUSTA

perry

Gordon Jenkins
Perry Como

Andrews Sisters

HESTERFIELD

Guy Lombardo

Carman Miranda
and Andrews Sisters

"Come in and look around"

m

Como

Dick Haymes

MAKI

V0U&& THi iffMOM-em/tom* ~M

